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Ye Chen looked at Lin Zhuqing and said with a smile, "take a good assessment." 

 

Lin Zhuqing heard the speech and nodded his head. 

 

The next moment, ye Chen body movement, came to the North Ling Sheng in front of, serious way: 

"emperor, I have something to report." 

 

Beilingsheng had some accidents, but he nodded and said, "go, go to the main hall." 

 

Soon, people came to the main hall. 

 

Beilingsheng asked: "yechen, what's the matter?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "emperor, in my experience, I met the old." 

 

"How old is it? Which day is old? " 

 

"Beiling Wutian." 

 

This words a, North Ling Sheng three people are face dew startle! 

 

Beilingsheng was even more excited and said, "the grand father? How is he doing 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "it's OK, but God asked me to bring you a word..." 



 

For a moment, beilingsheng, Ren Lao and Ning ChiYin are serious. 

 

They know that if there is something to say, it must be extremely important! 

 

Ye Chen said: "it seems that there is something wrong with the way of heaven outside the territory. 

There is also a shadow of this matter in wanxu. Maybe something will happen soon in Tianren territory. 

I'm afraid those once hidden forces will reappear again, and the five parties' chaotic war will probably be 

delayed as a result The most important thing is that those people in the desperate situation may even 

escape from prison and return to the world! " 

 

North Ling Sheng three people smell speech, even if had made the psychological preparation, still can't 

help showing the color of shock! 

 

At that moment, beilingsheng said, "in this way, I have to make a good plan for the future layout of 

beilingtiandian..." 

 

Troubled times, is a disaster, but sometimes, also means opportunity! 

 

Maybe it's far away, but they have to think it's going to happen tomorrow! 

 

Ye Chen nodded, this kind of thing is handed over to Emperor Jun to handle. 

 

The next moment, he stood up and said goodbye to the three: "emperor, Ren Lao, red sound elder 

sister, I went back first, there are still some things to deal with." 

 

Beilingsheng nodded and said, "OK, you go." 

 

Immediately, ye Chen left Beiling holy mountain and returned to taijue hall. After meeting Li Wuwang 

and others, he returned to Lingxing Pavilion. 

 

His eyes flashed slightly and he said, "Xuan er." 



 

The next moment, Yan xuan'er appears in front of him with the stone egg in his hand. 

 

Ye Chen's corner of mouth raised a smile way: "now, it's time to devour this fire!" 

 

Yan xuan'er also shows an excited smile and removes the seal from the stone egg. At the next moment, 

a blue flame surges up in an instant. With a roar, the flame flashes. It seems that it is going to directly 

turn everything in the Lingxing Pavilion into ashes! 

 

Seeing this, Yan xuan'er snorts coldly. The gold and silver flash all over her body, which suppresses the 

blue flame! 

 

At the same time, the spirit power in Ye Chen's body is pouring towards Yan xuan'er! 

 

Time goes by. Although the fire is fighting wildly, it is gradually suppressed by Yan xuan'er 

 

Three days later. 

 

Ye Chen looks at Yan xuan'er in front of him with a satisfied look on his face. 

 

Today's Yan xuan'er looks like a little girl about nine years old. She has grown up a lot. The terrible fire 

energy in her body also makes Ye Chen very surprised! 

 

The next moment, Yan xuan'er melts into Ye Chen's body. Ye Chen's faith moves, and he slightly runs the 

formula of burning blood. His powerful power surges in his body in an instant. He smiles and says: "after 

xuan'er devours the fire, my strength has also improved a lot!" 

 

At this time, the sun in the sky suddenly turned into blood red, and the whole region was enveloped in a 

burst of blood light! 

 

And the aura and energy between heaven and earth are also changed in an instant! 



 

Ye Chen's pupil shrinks. After a moment, all kinds of visions disappear. He frowns slightly and says, 

"Shuo Lao, what's this?" 

 

Shuo Laodao said: "it seems that there are some troubles in the way of heaven outside the territory. 

Nowadays, there is almost no invisible suppression of the way of heaven between heaven and earth. In 

fact, when the cultivation of martial arts reaches the true realm, they will begin to be restricted in the 

realm of heaven and man. Now, the restriction is lifted, and some martial arts will have a great 

improvement in their strength!" 

 

Ye Chen slightly frowns a way: "is concrete how exaltation?" 

 

Shuo Laodao said: "under the suppression of the way of heaven, the original aura is very difficult to 

obtain, and the original aura is an important element of creating and comprehending the law. Therefore, 

generally, only those who are too real can create their own law. However, now, this condition is relaxed, 

and some talented people who are too late in the real world and even at the peak of martial arts can 

also create their own law Some rules of semi-finished products! 

 

Although these laws are not as powerful as the real laws created by the existence of Taizhen realm, they 

can greatly enhance the strength of the warrior! 

 

Moreover, taizhenjingwu will become more and more powerful! 

 

Boy, you should be careful... "Ye Chen looks a little calm, which is not good news for him 

 

His cultivation is far away from the true realm, even the true realm. 

 

If it wasn't for the unique pressure of reincarnation blood, it wouldn't be so. 

 

It seems that reincarnation has its advantages and disadvantages. 

 

At this time, xuanhanyu said: "Ye Chen, those shark wings can be used. Maybe the general warrior can 

create the law of semi-finished products at least in the later stage of the true realm. But for you, I don't 



think there is such a limit. After refining those shark wings, maybe you can also get the law that belongs 

to you!" 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, eyes a bright, immediately, take out those shark wings, once again into the closed 

door, began to refine the shark wings inside the original Aura! 

 

…… 

 

At the same time. 

 

Beiling temple, in front of the sun hall, a man with a cold look and meticulous clothes raised a sneer and 

said: "the suppression of the way of heaven has disappeared? Ha ha, in this way, I can also begin to 

understand the power of the law. Ye Chen, it seems that even heaven won't help you this time. " 

 

This man is Xue Mobei, who is known as the first sword of the sun and the killing God of the cold valley! 

 

Xue Mobei, who had disappeared for a long time before, did not return until today. Moreover, the 

whole person's temperament has changed greatly. There is a kind of domineering, dignified, evil and 

even terrifying momentum in his actions! 

 

And now he has made many breakthroughs in his cultivation! 

 

The speed of this cultivation is as fast as lightning! 

 

For a moment, the whole disciples of the sun hall were more and more scared and respectful when they 

looked at Xue Mobei. 

 

…… 

 

Three days later, an extremely terrible evil spirit burst out in the Beiling temple. Even Beiling Sheng, Ren 

and others were shocked! 



 

At the next moment, several figures appeared in the sky above the sun palace, exactly in front of an 

attic. 

 

This attic is where Xue Mobei lives! 
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Now, bursts of evil spirits are surging, which distorts the space around the attic. The flowers and trees 

are withering rapidly in this breath! 

 

At this time, sun hall master Xu Zifeng also came here, looking a little excited. 

 

Beilingsheng looked at the evil spirit that enveloped the whole house in surprise and said, "this is the 

law?" 

 

Xu Zifeng said with a proud smile: "the child of Mobei has just returned to tiandian temple for a few 

days, and he has successfully understood the law Although, it is only a semi-finished product, but also 

strong enough! 

 

Especially when there is something wrong with the way of heaven! " 

 

To tell you the truth, Xu Zifeng was also a little depressed. Originally, his disciple Xue Mobei was the first 

demon in the temple of heaven, but he killed a Ye Chen on the way to cover up all the glory of all the 

demons in the temple of heaven! 

 

At this time, the rolling evil spirit suddenly closed, and then, the door opened, a meticulous young man 

appeared in front of the high-level. 

 

When beilingsheng and others see Xue Mobei, they all show their appreciation. 

 



But at this moment, Xue Mobei salutes beilingsheng and others. After a salute, he suddenly raises his 

head and says, "emperor, I apply to challenge Ye Chen!" 

 

This speech a, a numerous sky temple high-level, the instant is in an uproar! 

 

Ye Chen is a believer in the whole temple. Now, Xue Mobei is going to challenge Ye Chen? 

 

However, this is also reasonable. After all, Xue Mobei's strength soared after this experience, and he had 

the capital to challenge Ye Chen. Now, he understands some rules and increases his strength again! 

 

In other words, it's really possible for Xue Mobei to defeat Ye Chen! 

 

"This..." 

 

Beilingsheng is also a little embarrassed at this time. To tell the truth, he doesn't want Ye Chen to go up 

to Xue Mobei now. 

 

After pondering for a moment, he had to say: "not now, ye Chen, he is still closed." 

 

North Ling Sheng didn't lie, ye Chen really closed. 

 

However, this sentence has changed in the ears of the disciples of the sun Hall who gathered here at the 

moment! 

 

In their opinion, it's just that the emperor is helping Ye Chen to avoid the war! 

 

Because ye Chen is not Xue Mobei's opponent now! 

 

Hearing this, Xue Mobei said with a playful smile, "I'll wait until he gets out of the pass." 

 



…… 

 

Soon, the news spread all over the Beiling temple! 

 

For a moment, people began to talk! 

 

"Xue Mobei, do you understand the law of Taizhen? Is that too bad? How long has it been since the 

vision of heaven disappeared? " 

 

"Is Ye Chen still Xue Mobei's opponent?" 

 

"It's said that Xue Mobei challenges Ye Chen, but ye Chen is shutting down?" 

 

"Shut up? Hehe, what a coincidence? I think ye Chen is afraid! " 

 

"Yes, how long has Ye Chen been out of the pass? And shut up? " 

 

"Up to now, ye Chen hasn't made a response yet." 

 

"It seems that the first evil in Beiling is going to be replaced!" 

 

Ye Chen's closure is really incomprehensible to everyone. After all, Beiling Temple officially declared that 

ye Chen was not going to experience this time, but began to close. But now, ye Chen just appeared one 

day, and closed again? 

 

It looks fake! 

 

For a time, many people think that ye Chen is really afraid this time! 

 



On this day, a huge stone box suddenly appeared on the square of Beiling Temple of heaven. Many 

disciples came and went, looking at the box curiously. 

 

Another reason why we are so curious is that there is a figure standing next to the box. This person is 

Xue Mobei, who is going to surpass Ye Chen recently! 

 

Gradually, more and more disciples gathered on the square. Everyone wanted to know what Xue Mobei 

was going to do? 

 

At this time, a disciple finally asked, "elder martial brother Xue, what's that big box?" 

 

Hearing the speech, Xue Mobei raised a smile and said, "gift." 

 

"Gifts?" 

 

People are puzzled, what gift is so big? 

 

What's more, the gift is on the square? 

 

"Elder martial brother Xue, whose gift is this for?" 

 

Xue Mobei said lightly: "this is my gift to Ye Chen." 

 

For a time, everyone looks a little strange and gives it to Ye Chen? 

 

Isn't Xue Mobei going to challenge Ye Chen? 

 

However, when Xue Mobei said that, people were more curious about what the gift was! 

 



At this time, Xue Mobei touched the stone box beside him. With a roar, the stone box was smashed 

instantly! 

 

At the moment when the stone box was smashed, everyone's pupils shrank and burst into laughter! 

 

There was a huge tortoise in the stone box! 

 

And the tortoise was obviously very timid, because the stone box was smashed, at the moment, he had 

shrunk his head into the shell, and became a real shrunken tortoise!This is obviously satirizing Ye Chen! 

 

What is the first evil spirit in Beiling temple? Isn't he scared to hide in the attic and dare not come out? 

 

In the square, there are a group of people who don't smile, not only don't smile, but look angry! 

 

These people are disciples of taijue hall! 

 

The life of taijue temple's disciples in the temple of heaven has been completely improved. It's all 

because of Ye Chen! 

 

They can't stand ye Chen being humiliated! 

 

But, this time, even if they want to defend Ye Chen, they can't find any good reason! 

 

Who just closed for a period of time, and then immediately closed? 

 

However, at this time, a sword light suddenly bombarded the huge tortoise. With a roar, the tortoise 

was smashed to pieces. 

 

Sword light, appeared a woman, a beautiful face, some petite woman! 

 



It's Ning Caixia! 

 

The square, which used to be full of laughter, quieted down in an instant. In front of Caixia tiannv, they 

dare not continue to be presumptuous 

 

At the moment, Ning Caixia stares at Xue Mobei and says, "Xue Mobei, what are you doing?" 

 

Xue Mobei looks at Ning Caixia with complicated eyes. He has done a lot for Ning Caixia, and his heart is 

full of love. But now Ning Caixia looks at herself coldly for other men 

 

In a moment, the original love will turn into hate! 

 

Xue Mobei said coldly, "it has nothing to do with Caixia tiannv, right?" 

 

Ning Caixia heard the words, but she didn't hesitate at all and said, "if it has something to do with Ye 

Chen, then it has something to do with me! I don't allow you to offend Ye Chen like this 

 

"Offend?" 

 

Xue Mobei said with a smile: "is this an offence to you? I think I'm just expressing the truth. " 

 

When Ning Caixia heard the words, she was already angry in her beautiful eyes. But at this time, Xue 

Mobei said playfully: "Caixia tiannv, do you think that your maintenance of Ye Chen makes him look like 

a gift from me? 

 

A man can't even defend himself. Should a woman defend him? " 
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People smell speech, eyes also more sarcastic up. 

 

Ning Caixia was biting her teeth. She was so angry that her body trembled. She said in a deep voice: "Ye 

Chen, now she is closing the door!" 

 

"Shut up?" Xue Mo North disdains to smile a way: "that, he continues to shut up." 

 

Then he looked at the disciples of taijue hall and said, "Tell ye Chen that if he doesn't come out for a day, 

I will send a tortoise!" 

 

With a roar, an extremely powerful breath suddenly broke out. Xue Mobei, who was about to turn 

around and leave, looked at Ning Caixia with long hair dancing behind him and covered with frost, and 

said with a smile: "how, Caixia tiannv wants to do it?" 

 

Ning Caixia is now completely furious. She has a long sword in her hand. She looks at Xue Mobei coldly 

and says, "don't you like fighting? Well, how about a fight with me? I want to learn the power of your 

law, too 

 

For a moment, people's eyes were bright. 

 

Ning Caixia, during this period of time, her accomplishments have also improved by leaps and bounds! 

 

Although it is not as good as Xue Mobei, there is no chance to defeat Xue Mobei! 

 

After all, Ning Caixia not only has a very strong physique, but also sits on the top resources of the whole 

tiandian temple, surpassing the realm of strength! 

 

Hearing the speech, Xue Mobei flashed in his eyes and said, "in this case, it's better for Xue to be 

respectful than obedient." 

 

In fact, after the wedding banquet, Xue Mobei wanted revenge! 

 



Not only revenge Ye Chen, but also revenge Ning Caixia! 

 

Now, the opportunity is coming! 

 

At the moment, Ning Caixia's spiritual power is running crazily. In her beautiful eyes, the colorful light is 

flashing wildly, and the hundred colorful green marrow poisonous insects are playing to the extreme! 

 

For a moment, a multicolored fragrant fog enveloped the whole square. Many disciples of tiandian 

temple in the square felt dizzy for a moment 

 

Soon, they found that their limbs were weak, and they were poisoned! 

 

Everyone is looking at Ning Caixia in disbelief 

 

Their strength is not weak. They all exist in the real world. But Ning Caixia can poison so many warriors 

in a moment? Visible, how strong toxicity! 

 

This hundred color green marrow poisonous insect body is really terrible! 

 

Even, in this fog, people only feel that their strength even three Chengdu play not out! 

 

The next moment, Ning Caixia directly toward Xue Mo north, a sword cut! 

 

This sword directly hurt people's eyes. The extreme meaning of Mori Han's sword is engraved in the sea 

of knowledge. That kind of sharp sword, as if it can destroy the mind, is surging between heaven and 

earth! 

 

The sword repair of the sun hall is all frightening. Ning Caixia's sword skill has surpassed 99% of the 

sword repair of the sun hall! 

 



Moreover, someone soon recognized the origin of this sword, and he exclaimed: "is this sword my secret 

sword of Beiling temple, juebei chopping star sword?" 

 

Juebei star chopping sword is one of the strongest sword techniques in Beiling temple. Even the elite 

disciples of the Sun Temple are not qualified to practice! 

 

In ancient times, its position was no less than that of Xingtian Lianti! 

 

And Ning Caixia actually practiced it! 

 

A cold, cold, if you want to directly penetrate the sky, the stars will be cut down, extremely concise 

sword light toward Xue Mobei, shot away! 

 

People's eyes began to twinkle! 

 

In this color fog that can suppress the strength, even Xue Mobei is hard to take over when facing 

juebei's star cutting sword? 

 

But, at the moment, even in the face of Jue Bei's star chopping sword and the poisonous color fog, Xue 

Mobei still looks casual, even with disdain in the bottom of his eyes! 

 

Next moment, Xue Mobei, let's go! 

 

A long blue sword with dazzling cold light fell into his hand and flew out in an instant. There was no 

sharp sword light, endless sword power, and surging sword spirit. It was as if Xue Mobei had just made a 

very ordinary sword 

 

However, it was this very common sword that made countless people open their eyes. Their eyes were 

even more shocked than when they saw Ning Caixia's cutting star sword in the north! 

 

I can see that the whole Beiling tiandian square seems to be distorted under this sword. It's not an 

exaggeration, but a real distortion! 



 

Moreover, there was no unnatural feeling, as if this place was just like this 

 

For a moment, Xue Mobei's sword seemed to be the center of all things. Whether it was Ning Caixia's 

sword light or the heaven and earth, it would revolve around this sword! 

 

The next moment, Xue Mobei's sword light collides with Ning Caixia's sword light. Just as everyone's 

intuition tells them, Ning Caixia's sword light is broken instantly! 

 

"Poof!" When the sword move is broken, Ning Caixia is attacked, spits out a mouthful of blood and takes 

several steps back 

 

When she stood firm, a long blue sword appeared in front of her 

 

The whole Beiling tiandian square was silent! 

 

People thought Xue Mobei could win, but they didn't expect to win so easily! 

 

A sword, will defeat Ning Caixia?A disciple swallowed his saliva and said, "is this the law..." 

 

For a moment, these disciples of tiandian Temple deeply felt the terror of the law! 

 

The battle between Xue Mobei and Ning Caixia is no longer a duel between swordsmen! 

 

This kind of feeling is like that although Ning Caixia's sword technique is excellent, Xue Mobei directly 

takes out a submachine gun 

 

They are not at the same level at all! 

 

…… 



 

At the same time, Lingxing Pavilion. 

 

Ye Chen slowly opened his eyes, eyes surging with some inexplicable charm. 

 

He took a breath, raised a smile on the corner of his mouth and said, "is this my law? It's interesting... " 

 

All of a sudden, he looked in a certain direction. A chill appeared in his eyes. His body moved and 

disappeared from the Lingxing Pavilion. 

 

…… 

 

Xue Mobei stares at Ning Caixia's eyes and says, "you are defeated." 

 

As if, he just did a trivial thing. 

 

And Ning Caixia at the moment has been dying to bite the silver teeth, beautiful eyes, is the extreme 

unwilling! 

 

Xue Mobei's eyes flashed slightly and swept around, then he raised a smile at the corner of his mouth. 

 

He knew that emperor Beiling, Ning ChiYin and others were watching them now, while Ning Caixia was 

injured in the battle with him, but no one came out to stop him. In other words, one of his original goals 

had been achieved. 

 

Xue Mobei, has proved his value! 

 

If the day list had been the first evil in the battle hurt Ning Caixia, has long been high-level stop, 

reprimand it? 

 



Xue Mo's smile on the north side became more and more arrogant. He said to Ning Caixia with a smile: 

"Caixia tiannv, if you want, you can come and kill the tortoise I sent every day, but..." 

 

His eyes, suddenly pondered up, said: "every time you kill one, I will send ten more." 
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Ning Caixia was so angry that her body trembled slightly and said: "Xue Mobei, you deceive people too 

much. When ye Chen leaves, you..." 

 

Xue Mobei's eyes suddenly became cold. He directly interrupted Ning Caixia and said, "when ye Chen 

leaves the pass, I will step on him completely!" 

 

After that, he was about to turn around and go, but at this time, a indifferent voice sounded on the 

square. 

 

"Step on me? Xue Mobei, you think highly of yourself. " 

 

Everyone was stunned when they heard the voice. Immediately, the disciples of taijue hall were excited! 

 

This sound, they already did not know how long to expect! 

 

A man's figure appeared at the side of Ning Caixia. He gently wiped the blood from the corner of his 

mouth for Ning Caixia and asked, "is it OK?" 

 

Ningcaixia heart big move, shyly shook her head and said: "have you in, it's OK." 

 

Seeing this scene, Xue Mobei's pupils shrank in a moment. The resentment in his heart drowned his 

mind again. A pair of eyes staring at Ye Chen seemed to contain a huge resentment! 

 



It was this man who robbed everything that should have belonged to him! 

 

Honor, woman, status 

 

These are all from xuemobei! 

 

He is the first evil in Beiling, and he is the proud one who stirs up the storm of heaven and man! 

 

Today, he's going to get it all back! 

 

Xue Mobei sneered: "Ye Chen, I'm very curious. Why don't you continue to shrink? You know, the 

tortoise sticks out his head at will, but it will be cut off. " 

 

Ye Chen light way: "curious? The reason is very simple. You don't deserve me to hold back. " 

 

Hearing the speech, Xue Mobei twisted his face and said with a smile: "good, you are still the original 

you. Only in this way can you trample to death, right? 

 

Ye Chen, dare you fight with me 

 

At this time, Ning Caixia extremely worried to pull Ye Chen's clothes, low voice way: "Ye Chen, this guy, 

very strong, his law..." 

 

At this point, Ning Caixia's pretty face appeared a touch of fear and said: "I can't compete at all." 

 

Ye Chen held Ning Caixia's hand and said with a smile, "I'm sure." 

 

Then, he walked up to Xue Mobei and said, "I accept it, but I have one condition." 

 

"Conditions?" 



 

Xue Mobei said with a scornful smile: "say." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes, suddenly burst out a wisp of chilling, said: "don't you want to step on me? Then, if we 

want to fight, we will fight for life and death! " 

 

When people heard the words, they were in an uproar! 

 

Life and death? 

 

Beiling temple, it's been a long time since the war of life and death! 

 

After all, who can join the Beiling temple, which one is not a monster, which one does not cherish his 

own life? 

 

It seems that this time, ye Chen and Xue Mobei are really immortal! 

 

Ye Chen's face is full of evil spirit. If Xue Mobei just mocks him, he won't do it. But the key is that Xue 

Mobei has hurt Ning Caixia! 

 

Anyone who moves his friend will pay the price, thousands of times! 

 

But at the moment, those high-rise buildings of Beiling tiandian are frowning one by one! 

 

Even beilingsheng, renlao and ningchiyin are the same! 

 

They are also very dissatisfied with Xue Mobei's practice. However, Xue Mobei just defeated Ning Caixia 

with one sword. It's really amazing! 

 



Even if they believe in Ye Chen, ye Chen, who hasn't practiced the rules, will Xue Mobei, who has already 

practiced the rules, be his opponent? 

 

Even they can't be sure 

 

At this time, the risk of life and death is too great! 

 

Moreover, even if Xue Mobei was a little worse, he could be regarded as the most evil. If ye Chen really 

killed him, I'm afraid other high-level officials, especially those of the solar palace, would never allow 

him! 

 

Xue Mobei hears the speech, slightly a Leng, immediately, the face shows the color of ecstasy, this 

damned guy unexpectedly himself sent up the life? 

 

Originally, he was still worried about how to kill Ye Chen. After all, ye Chen is now the first evil in the 

name of Beiling. If you kill him casually, even he can't afford it! 

 

But now, the problem is solved! 

 

Xue Mobei said without hesitation: "OK, fight for life and death!" 

 

…… 

 

There are two figures in the martial arts arena. 

 

And the audience of the whole martial arts arena is already a sea of people, and the whole disciples of 

tiandian are here. 

 

The rooms specially prepared for high-rise buildings are also full. 

 

Everyone, are paying attention to this unprecedented duel! 



 

At this time, an elder suspended above the martial arts arena said, "yechen of taijue hall, Xue Mobei of 

Taiyang hall, fight of life and death, start!" 

 

With a roar, Xue Mobei's terror burst out in an instant. Xue Mobei was full of magic. At the moment, he 

seemed unable to suppress it any more. He grinned at Ye Chen"Boy, you've been cheated! Do you think 

I beat Ning Caixia with all my strength? Ha ha, right away, you will know how stupid you are to decide to 

fight for life and death! " 

 

Everyone is awe inspiring when they hear the words! 

 

It's just the first World War. Isn't that Xue Mobei's full strength? 

 

Mind, it's going to burst! 

 

How strong is Xue Mobei? 

 

Beilingsheng, Ning ChiYin, Ren Laoren and others all have a worried look in their eyes! 

 

But, in the face of Xue Mobei's clamor, ye Chen is just impatient and says, "less nonsense." 

 

Xue Mobei's eyes, instantly congested, to the moment, ye Chen unexpectedly or don't put him in the 

eye! 

 

"Good, very good, very good!" 

 

Xue Mo North even said three good words, suddenly, everyone's heart is suddenly a cold! 

 

A kind of terrible pressure came to the arena in an instant! 

 



For a moment, even the elder in the air changed his face and looked at Xue Mobei in horror! 

 

Xue Mobei's body is expanding rapidly, and in a twinkling of an eye, it grows to four meters high. At the 

same time, his muscles turn to pitch black, and his bones grow up from top to bottom 

 

At the moment, Xue Mobei turned into a big devil in an instant! 

 

Moreover, it's not an ordinary demon clan. The purity of magic power even makes many people who are 

still at the top and half step in Taizhen feel pressure! 

 

Even xuanhanyu was a little surprised and said, "how could he wake up completely? Ye Chen, this evil 

spirit dominates the body, also has the name of immortal, you want to kill him, not so easy 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, but is icy cold a smile way: "so just in time, too soon died, isn't cheap him?" 

 

Xue Mobei looked down at Ye Chen standing in the same place. His eyes were full of contempt, as if 

higher life were treating lower life! 

 

Everyone thinks that understanding the law is his biggest card? 

 

Actually, not at all! 

 

This completely awakened evil spirit overlord body is the foundation that he dares to fight ye Chen! 

 

Today, he even dares to fight with the nine level heaven of the true realm! 
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Originally, he wanted to torture Ye Chen to death slowly, but now, he changed his mind 



 

He wants to show all his strength and kill Ye Chen completely with one blow. Let Ye Chen know how 

terrible he is! 

 

At the next moment, Xue Mobei no longer spoke, and his whole body was full of evil spirit. He poured 

the sword into his hand. The long sword, which had been wiped very clean, suddenly expanded and 

turned into a huge black sword! 

 

Endless magic power broke out, Xue Mobei roared: "sun mieshen sword!" 

 

The powerful and unrivalled sword spirit, evil spirit, and even power are wildly fused in this sword, and 

turned into a terrific sword light! 

 

Looking at this sword light, even the high-rise buildings of Beiling tiandian have changed a little! 

 

Taiyang mieshen sword, the Zhendian sword technique of Taiyang temple, is a little worse than juebei 

star chopping sword, but the difference is not too big! 

 

Moreover, in terms of power alone, the sun extinction sword is even slightly better! 

 

However, the most important thing is not how strong the sword technique is, but that Xue Mobei has 

cultivated the sun killing sword to a great level! 

 

It has to be said that he is really a great Kendo genius! 

 

But, it's not over yet! 

 

A strong wave of law hovered around the light of the sword. In an instant, it added a kind of magic to 

the sun extinction sword, a kind of tyrannical taste, and its power soared! 

 

As if, a sword to crush everything in the world! 



 

Xu Zifeng is very proud of a smile, with his cultivation, in the face of Xue Mobei this sword, should be 

cautious, let alone Ye Chen? 

 

He was extremely satisfied with his disciples. All the time, he felt that only Xue Mobei was worthy of 

Beiling first! 

 

For a moment, almost everyone felt that ye Chen was finished 

 

Ye Chen miscalculated Xue Mobei's strength and died because of his carelessness! 

 

Ye Chen stares at the sword light rushing towards him. In his eyes, there is a faint sense of excitement. 

Suddenly, he closes his eyes! 

 

People see a Leng, ye Chen this is to want what? 

 

Give up, waiting to die? 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's world, all sounds seem to have disappeared, a picture appeared in my mind. 

 

This picture is the same day, when he faces the emperor Zhongyuan Tu, he opens the reincarnation 

blood and takes the other party's move! 

 

At that moment, there seemed to be an inexplicable insight in his mind 

 

Now, he has absorbed the shark's wings. Under the stimulation of the original energy, this fleeting and 

extremely weak feeling has gradually become clear! 

 

He knows, this is the law, belongs to his law! 

 



All of a sudden, ye Chen opens his eyes and opens the magic power of burning blood Jue one after 

another. He blows a sword at the sword that has already arrived in front of him and is about to swallow 

it! 

 

Hum of a, flit over the brain of the public, don't know why, when ye Chen blows out this sword, all 

people unexpectedly have a momentary absence! 

 

In this instant, their faces were confused at first, and then quickly turned into panic. They had a feeling 

that the world collapsed in Ye Chen's sword, and even their own bodies also disintegrated! 

 

Soon, people's thinking will return to reality, but, all people's clothes have been soaked by cold sweat! 

 

They don't know what it was like just now, but no matter what it is, they don't want to experience it a 

second time! 

 

It's terrible! 

 

And beilingsheng, Ren and others are excited! 

 

They looked at Ye Chen in disbelief and said, "just Is that... " 

 

In a twinkling, ye Chen's sword light collided with Xue Mobei's sword light! 

 

Two rays of light, deadlocked in the mid air, extremely terrible aftershocks, swept around, even the 

protective light of the martial arts platform, seems to be unable to suppress! 

 

However, the stalemate lasted only one breath! 

 

The next moment, Xue Mobei's sword was broken quickly! 

 



Xue Mo's north face color a change, seem to want to say something, but, don't wait for him to open 

mouth, the body has already been completely submerged by the sword light of Ye Chen! 

 

At this moment, Xue Mobei felt that his body was collapsing rapidly, and a touch of fear flashed in his 

eyes. The evil spirit in his body was raging wildly, and the surging vitality broke out from his blood, 

constantly repairing his broken body! 

 

With a loud bang, Xue Mobei's huge body collided with the protective light curtain, and then fell on the 

arena. 

 

The whole arena fell into a dead silence! 

 

Xu Zifeng looked at the scene before him dully, his lips began to tremble slightly, he murmured: "how 

can this happen?" 

 

At the moment, standing behind Xu Zifeng, an old man with a gloomy face said slowly, "the law." 

 

"The law?" 

 

Hearing the speech, Xu Zifeng looked back at the old man behind him. 

 

This old man is his master and the elder of tiandian Temple who came out of Taiyang temple. His name 

is Zhang Xiao.Zhang Xiao looked at Ye Chen with trembling eyes and said: "Xue Mobei's law is very 

powerful, but it's still a semi-finished product, but..." 

 

He sighed a way: "Ye Chen's law, but already is real law!" 

 

"It's strange. It's really strange. This boy is in heaven and earth. This kind of thing has never happened 

outside the country..." 

 

"What Xu Zifeng couldn't help exclaiming: "impossible! He's just heaven and earth. Why can he have real 

laws? " 



 

Zhang Xiao was also puzzled, but then he said with a bitter smile: "what happened to him is impossible. 

Is it rare?" 

 

For ordinary martial arts, the so-called common sense does not exist for ye Chen. 

 

At this time, ye Chen came to Xue Mobei and said coldly, "stand up." 

 

At the moment, although Xue Mobei looks scarred, he is still alive! 

 

Besides, it doesn't seem to be a serious injury! 

 

Shamubo is indeed a kind of top blood beyond foreign countries! 

 

Xue Mobei struggles to get up from the ground, gives a roar, and strikes a sword at Ye Chen again. This 

sword is even more powerful than the previous one, but 

 

But it disappeared again in Ye Chen's sword light 

 

Xue Mobei, who had just stood up, fell to the ground again with blood flowing. The pain of 

decomposition and reorganization of his body eroded his spirit! 

 

However, compared with these, what makes Xue Mobei fear more is the power of law contained in Ye 

Chen's sword! 

 

It's a rule of extreme extinction! 

 

As long as he is a living creature, he is born with an instinctive fear of death and extinction, and he has 

accepted Ye Chen's law. Although he did not die by virtue of the evil spirit, he seems to have 

experienced countless deaths under the baptism of the sword light! 
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This kind of experience, even with Xue Mobei's mind, I don't want to taste it again! 

 

He even wanted to lie on the ground forever! 

 

But, ye Chen's voice just like the devil's whisper general, once again rings out a way: "stand up." 

 

Hearing these three words, Xue Mobei felt as if he had been stimulated. His anger rose in his eyes and 

he stood up again. But soon he fell to the ground again. 

 

This time, Xue Mobei is afraid 

 

However, ye Chen didn't seem to let him off at all, and those three words echoed in his ears again. 

 

"Stand up." 

 

"Damn it! damn! damn! Ye Chen, I will kill you! " Xue Mobei roared and struggled to get up again! 

 

He can't stand his own fear, cowardice, his pride does not allow him to fall at the foot of Ye Chen! 

 

But 

 

No matter what he thinks, it's useless in front of strength! 

 

Xue Mobei, fell down again 

 



The present warriors, watching this scene, their blood seems to be getting cold. They who have 

experienced the breath of Ye Chen's law know what it's like. It's no exaggeration to say that they are 

more painful than death 

 

Originally, for ye Chen that some forgotten fear, was awakened again 

 

This is no longer a battle, but a unilateral torture! 

 

After ye Chen has shot for dozens of times in succession, Xue Mobei's body has been broken. Even the 

so-called immortal evil spirit has its limit, and the blood has dyed the whole stage red. 

 

Ye Chen is the facial expressionless ground continues to open a way: "stand up." 

 

However, this time, Xue Mobei on the ground was quiet, as if dead. 

 

At this time, a figure appeared in front of Ye Chen, it was Zhang Xiao. 

 

Zhang Xiao took a look at Xue Mobei, who was very miserable. There was a trace of anger and heartache 

in his eyes. However, he forced him down and said to Ye Chen, "Ye Chen, could you please let Xue 

Mobei go? I'll make amends for him. " 

 

For a time, beilingsheng and others frown slightly. They are worried that ye Chen's character will conflict 

with Zhang Xiao! 

 

At that time, I'm afraid they could only support Ye Chen. However, in this way, the whole Sun Temple 

would be angry with them 

 

But, unexpectedly, at the moment Ye Chen is to Zhang Xiao a smile way: "since Zhang elder said so, that, 

this time, I let him go." 

 

Then he left the arena without looking back. 

 



Everyone see this, all is a Leng, leaf Chen seem to change benevolence? 

 

Even xuanhanyu asked curiously, "you just let him go. Isn't that your character?" 

 

Ye Chen said faintly: "my law is the law of extermination. Now, the feeling of being destroyed all the 

time has been branded in his spirit, and he didn't stand up for the last time, which means that the heart 

of Tao has been cracked..." 

 

Ye Chen said with a cold smile: "from now on, living is the biggest torture for him, and even if he wants 

to revenge, it doesn't matter to me..." 

 

"It doesn't matter?" 

 

Ye Chen said faintly: "this evil demon's blood is really good. Next time, if Xue Mobei does something to 

me, even if I do something to him, the sun palace can't say anything. Then..." 

 

He flashed a fierce color in his eyes and said, "Xuanxian, the magic power that you taught me to extract 

blood from each other's body can be used." 

 

Xuanhanyu said with a smile: "boy, you seem to be more and more terrible." 

 

Ye Chen said with a casual smile: "kindness to the enemy is cruelty to himself. 

 

However, this battle is not all about tormenting Xue Mobei. It's not easy for me to find such a good 

sandbag. " 

 

"It's just that there seems to be something wrong with this rule. It can also be said that it has spirit. It 

will only appear when facing a strong enemy. I'm afraid it will fail one day." 

 

"Is this the side effect of heaven and earth feeling the law of Taizhen?" 

 



In his eyes, shenmang said: "no matter what, now I can fight against most of the heaven without 

opening my blood! Of course, there are some special strong exceptions. " 

 

"However, there is such a strange phenomenon in heaven and man, I'm afraid that emperor Shitian and 

xuanjiyue are not what they used to be The fate of these two people is the only existence that is close to 

me in the whole territory... " 

 

…… 

 

A few days later, ye Chen came to the main hall of Beiling holy mountain and met Beiling Sheng. 

 

Beilingsheng smiles: "yechen, what's the matter?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "emperor, I may have to leave for a while." 

 

During this period, he went to some dead places, desperate places and so on, but there are still several 

places he has not been. 

 

On the other hand, with his current strength, he should also start looking for Gu Xuan and Zhu 

Yuan.During this period of time, there was no useful news on the side of tiandian. It seems that it's up to 

him. 

 

Finally, drastic changes will take place outside the whole country. Before that, he should try his best to 

improve his strength. These Jedi and dead places that ordinary people can't set foot on are his best 

choice! 

 

Risk comes with opportunity! 

 

Beilingsheng hesitated for a moment. Finally, he nodded and said, "OK, but pay attention to safety. If 

you have anything, please contact me with Shenluo." 

 



He knew that with Ye Chen's current strength, it was difficult to continue to improve in the temple of 

heaven. 

 

"Yes 

 

Soon, ye Chen left Beiling temple again. 

 

Almost as he stepped out of the temple in front of him, a message jade Rune in the storage bag flashed. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed, and he took out the jade talisman and swept away his mind. 

 

The next moment, the eyes is the outbreak of a light! 

 

Jade Fu, unexpectedly is Qin Ziwei sends the news! 

 

Just a very short sentence. 

 

"Gu Xuan, the clue of Zhu Yuan, appeared in the sky and sea of burial." 

 

Ye Chen immediately contacted Qin Ziwei, but still, there was no response 

 

Ye Chen frowned and pondered: "it seems that now we can only go to bury the sea of heaven first." 

 

The next moment, ye Chen body shape a flash, then disappeared in the horizon, toward the burial sky 

and sea. 

 

…… 

 

Buried in the sky sea, is the largest sea area in the heaven and man domain, even outside the domain, 

located in the northeast of the heaven and man domain. 



 

To this day, no one is able to say clearly how big and where the burial is. 

 

Similar to Sunmoon sea, the reason why funerary sky sea has the name of funerary sky sea is that flying 

above funerary sky sea consumes a lot of spiritual power, and it is very difficult to travel by special boat. 

 

However, at the moment, there are two figures floating on the sea. 

 

A figure belongs to a man, the man is tall, hands behind, pupil faint blood circulation. 

 

And another figure is an old man! 

 

If ye Chen is here, he will recognize them! 

 

Ren Fanfan! Ye Lao! 

 

Ren extraordinary Mou son tiny MI, the facial expression is some complicated, light way: "leaf old, 

confirmed?" 

 

Ye Lao nodded, his eyes a little dignified: "it's confirmed that when the abnormal changes of heaven and 

man appear, the abnormal changes of Chinese aura also intensify." 

 

"If I guess correctly, there is a special connection between heaven and man, China and Sihu." 

 

Ren extraordinary nodded, his line of sight fell on the bottom of a constantly moving figure. 

 

A few seconds later, he said, "the chess game has just begun. Ye Chen, are you ready?" 
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Dongfeng city is a small city located in the coastal area of the funerary sea. Most of the warriors in the 

city make a living by catching fish, monsters and animals in the sea and collecting special materials on 

the island. 

 

On this day, a indifferent young man appeared in the Dongfeng city. 

 

Soon, the young man entered a hotel. 

 

This hotel is famous for all kinds of aquatic products. 

 

A sophomore came up and said, "my guest, what would you like to eat?" 

 

Ye Chen light way: "the best dish, all on the same." 

 

The little two smell speech, eyes a bright way: "OK, please sit down!" 

 

Soon, a table of dishes was served neatly. 

 

At this time, ye Chen suddenly to that small two way: "small two, I and you inquire about some things, 

say well, have reward." 

 

The second boy, hearing the speech, immediately looked happy and said, "you can ask! There's nothing I 

don't know about Dongfeng city! " 

 

He can see that ye Chen is definitely rich! 

 

Ye Chen while eating vegetables, at the same time to the small two asked: "recently, the city can have a 

ship to sea?" 

 



It is extremely difficult to manufacture ships that can travel on the sea of burials. Basically, they are not 

sold to the outside world, and they are all in the hands of major shipping companies. 

 

The young man scratched his head in embarrassment and said, "young master, it's too late for you to 

ask. The passenger ship from Dongfeng city to Tianhai has just left the port. If you want to take it, you'll 

have to wait at least a month!" 

 

Ye Chen slightly frowned: "is there no other way?" 

 

Hearing this, he pondered for a moment. Then his eyes lit up and said, "by the way, if you have to go to 

sea in recent days, you can go to Tiandu to have a try. It's said that it's recruiting sailors there recently!" 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, the vision is a bright, throw some Dao crystal of the size of a grain of sand, the 

quality is extremely inferior to that small two, then stood up and walked downstairs. 

 

The small two took the Dao crystal sand, but the whole person trembled for a moment, and his face was 

extremely excited, as if he suddenly picked up a few million. He looked around and carefully put the 

crystal sand into the storage bag. 

 

Daojing is the highest currency in heaven and man. However, a Daojing is too valuable to be traded 

casually. Therefore, there is this kind of daosha! 

 

Even the lowest quality of a piece of sand, the value is far more than tens of thousands of stone! 

 

Soon, ye Chen came to the door of a boat shop. On the plaque of the boat shop, there were two big 

characters, Tiandu. 

 

However, let Ye Chen some accident is, at the moment, the day all ship line is actually standing many 

martial arts. 

 

Ye Chen stepped into the shipping line and said to an employee of the shipping line, "I'm here to apply 

for the crew." 

 



The employee looked at him and said, "all the people here are here to apply for the crew. Just wait. In a 

moment, I will take you for the test." 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, tiny frown, unexpectedly also want to test? 

 

It seems that the recruitment of crew this time is not as simple as it seems. 

 

After a while, a burly bald man appeared in front of the crowd and said, "all the candidates for the crew, 

follow me!" 

 

Then he went to the back of the boat. 

 

The crowd, one after another, followed the bald man's steps. Soon, they came to an open room. 

 

This time, a total of hundreds of people came to apply for the job, but they were unable to fill one tenth 

of the room. We can see how big the room is! 

 

The bald man said to the crowd, "I'm the captain of this voyage. My name is Luo you. You can call me 

captain Luo." 

 

Hearing the speech, people's eyes flashed and looked at the man with a respectful look. 

 

Luo you is a famous old captain in Dongfeng city. He has rich experience in going to sea and has great 

strength! 

 

Luo you is a real seven level heaven! 

 

Don't look down upon it. Dongfeng city is a small and remote city. It can be regarded as a strong one in 

the middle of the true realm, and it's not bad in Dongfeng city to reach the realm of heaven and earth 

and the origin. 

 



Luo you continued: "as you know, the reward for going to sea this time is very rich. After one trip, you 

can earn two pieces of sand! 

 

However, I will tell you that the reward is equal to the risk. This voyage is more dangerous than usual. 

Therefore, there are certain requirements for the ability of the crew! " 

 

Luo you's eyes swept the people fiercely: "who can tell me, what is the most important ability of the 

crew?" 

 

At this time, a stocky man said: "strength!" 

 

"Not bad!" 

 

Luo you nodded and said, "all the boats on the sea are driven by human power and wind power. The 

ordinary spirit stone doesn't work at all when it comes to the sea. Therefore, strength is very important. 

This is your test!" 

 

With a wave of his hand, Luo you took out something from the storage bag! 

 

The next moment, a loud bang broke out in the room, and the whole Dongfeng city seemed to shake up! 

 

I saw a huge stake in the center of the room!Luo you looked at the crowd and said faintly, "this wood is 

called Tianhe wood. As long as you can hold the stake and move one inch, you will pass the 

assessment!" 

 

For a moment, people's faces changed slightly, and they talked about it one after another: "Tianhe 

wood? It's wood for shipbuilding, isn't it? It's said that Tianhe wood with thick and thin arms can crush 

some strong people to death! " 

 

Looking at the huge wood in front of them, they couldn't help opening their mouths slightly. The Tianhe 

stake is full of three people's hugs! 

 



How much is it! 

 

For a moment, the whole room was quiet, and no one wanted to come forward. 

 

Luo you light way: "if no one is willing to test, I will regard you as all abstain." 

 

Said, as if to leave. 

 

At this time, the stocky man just stepped forward and said, "Captain Luo, I want to challenge you!" 

 

Luo you looked at the stocky man and nodded: "name." 

 

"Chen Bin!" 

 

Everyone's eyes twinkle when they look at Chen Bin. Chen Bin is an outstanding person from the top of 

the world, and he has the strength among the candidates! 

 

Moreover, the most important thing is that Chen Bin's body seems to contain huge physical strength, 

which is obviously a physical practitioner! 

 

In this kind of test, physical training can be said to take advantage! 

 

Chen Bin gave a low drink, and his whole body was full of spiritual power. The physical power in his body 

rushed up in an instant. He suddenly put his hands around the stake, and his whole body was full of 

strength. On his muscles, the tendons were bulging, and he gave a roar. A huge force burst out, and 

cracks appeared on the ground under his feet! 

 

But 

 

In this room, there is still a dead silence 



 

That stake, the thread is not moving! 

 

Luo you light way: "Chen Bin, failure, next!" 

 

After a moment's silence, another man came out of the crowd, and this man was a half step. He really 

existed! 

 

Half an hour later, most of the people in the room passed the test and almost failed! 

 

But they didn't leave immediately. 

 

Because, they want to see how many people can succeed in this test! 
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So far, all of the successful tests are still above the real world, without exception! 

 

At this time, a pale young man came forward and said, "Ye Chen." 

 

Luo you looked at Ye Chen and frowned slightly. However, he nodded. 

 

However, a group of martial arts around them all had strange smiles on their faces and said, "heaven 

and earth? I don't think we should waste our efforts and just give up. " 

 

"Ha ha, it's a great courage. However, there is only courage left." 

 

"Didn't you see that before, even shiyuanjing physical training failed? It's a waste of time. Let the next 

person try. " 



 

Luo you's face sank and he said, "be quiet!" 

 

Room, instantly quiet down, then, he said to Ye Chen: "start." 

 

Ye Chen slowly walked to that stake in front of, he so late just stand out, just don't want to be too 

showy. 

 

He looked at the stake in front of him. His face was very flat. The next moment, he hugged the stake and 

slowly exerted himself. 

 

And those around the martial arts, including those who have qualified, full of pride in the presence of 

are showing the color of disdain, as if, laughing at Ye Chen's overconfidence! 

 

However, at this time, a scene beyond everyone's expectation appeared! 

 

See, that heavy matchless Tianhe stake, unexpectedly is in Ye Chen's hand slowly leave the ground! 

 

Everyone, it's silly 

 

Can a heaven and earth exist to hold the stake of Tianhe river? 

 

Even Luo you is shocked! 

 

Originally, he was ready to declare the failure directly, but now he was open his mouth and forgot to 

close it! 

 

At this time, Chen Bin, who had failed before, was extremely unwilling to say: "wait, it's not over! He's 

going to move an inch more! " 

 



He looked at Ye Chen, full of jealousy, in the heart of crazy curse Ye Chen failure! 

 

A boy in heaven and earth, can he be qualified, can't he? 

 

Why!? 

 

The eyes of those losers with ugly face are shining again! 

 

Yes, it's still an inch ahead! 

 

How can such a person hold the stake and move forward one inch? 

 

However, the reality seems to hit them in the face. Ye Chen's body moves forward a little and puts the 

stake down again! 

 

With a bang, the room quieted down again. 

 

When they looked at the stake, their eyes trembled again! 

 

The stake really moved forward! 

 

However, soon someone sneered: "not an inch! Absolutely not an inch 

 

"Yes, how can it be so easy to move one inch?" 

 

"Ha ha, is this boy to the limit? It's a pity, in my opinion, it's not nearly there! " 

 

"Shua" sound, people have looked at the moment, silent Luo you. 

 



Waiting for Luo you to announce Ye Chen's failure! 

 

Luo you looked at the stake, but in fact he was going crazy! 

 

This stake, a little bit, a little bit, just moved an inch! 

 

In his opinion, this is no coincidence! 

 

Although he didn't want to believe it, his experience shows that the Tianhe stake is not even a burden to 

Ye Chen! 

 

At this time, ye Chen light way: "Captain Luo, I qualified?" 

 

Luo you was more convinced of his judgment about ye Chen's calm eyes. Immediately, he said: "Ye 

Chen, qualified, achievement An inch 

 

For a moment, the whole room was in an uproar! 

 

Many people's faces are black down, complained: "this boy, too good luck?" 

 

"God helped him!" 

 

"Well, it's just bad luck. When you get on the boat, it will drag you back!" 

 

Luo you is sneering at these people, the weak always like to find all kinds of excuses for their own 

failure, and the success of others, all due to luck. 

 

Soon, the test was completely over. This time, only 12 of the hundreds of examiners passed the test. 

Except ye Chen, all of them were still true. 

 



Luo you looked at the twelve people and said, "follow me." 

 

Soon, people came to a sitting room and sat down. 

 

Luo you looked at the humanity: "this time, our task is to escort a big man to sea. As for the identity of 

this big man, you don't need to know." 

 

Those who are qualified are slightly changed. 

 

They know that it is very dangerous to escort such a big man into a place like the sea of heaven. 

 

What we have to face is not only the merciless sea, but also the more merciless enemy! 

 

Such as pirates who come to kidnap, or enemies who come to seek revenge 

 

As if seeing through people's thoughts, Luo you said with a smile: "just pull the boat. This time, there will 

be a strong man in charge of the safety of the big man. With that strong man, our safety will be 

guaranteed."At this time, a qualified person could not help asking: "Captain Luo, can you tell me who 

this strong person is?" 

 

Luo you hears speech, is preparing to open a mouth, but, at this moment, outside the living room is to 

ring out a man's voice way: "protect you, it is this childe." 

 

With this sound, a young man in a luxurious robe, with a folding fan and a brave face, walked slowly into 

the living room. 

 

Seeing the young man, Luo you immediately showed a respectful smile and said, "Young Master Zhuang, 

you are here." 

 

The young man nodded, looked at all the qualified people with a very proud look, and said: "my son, 

named Zhuang Yuxian, is the master disciple of Tianpeng Shenzong in the realm of heaven and man. He 

will be fully responsible for the safety of this voyage. Now, are you satisfied?" 



 

After hearing this, all the qualified people were excited. Looking at Zhuang Yuxian, it was like seeing a 

savior! 

 

Tianpeng Shenzong is a first-class sect. It's one of the biggest forces under the heaven hall. It's very 

famous in the northeast area! 

 

And Zhuang Yuxian himself, is also a true realm of six days strong! 

 

Although Zhuang Yuxian looks young, his real age is more than ten thousand years old. He is really in the 

six levels of heaven, which can be regarded as a demon. But he is still a little short of joining the temple 

of heaven! 

 

However, even so, in fact, the force is also let people look up to the existence of! 

 

When the cultivation reaches this point, it can be regarded as the elite in the whole heaven and human 

world! 

 

Zhuang Yuxian saw the look of the people and showed a smile. In his opinion, this is the reaction of the 

weak! 

 

The next moment, he said with pride: "I like to control. Since I am responsible for the safety of this 

voyage, I am in charge of all the affairs on board. So when I tell you to do something, you just do it. 

Don't have any questions. Do you understand me?" 

 

At this time, the crew had already regarded Zhuang Yuxian as a God. They all said without hesitation, "I 

understand, Mr. Zhuang!" 

 

Only Ye Chen's face was light, and there was no reaction. 
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Originally, Zhuang Yuxian, who is satisfied with the color of the front, suddenly looks at Ye Chen sitting in 

the corner. 

 

The atmosphere in the whole reception hall was cold for a moment! 

 

For a time, everyone closed their mouths and looked at Ye Chen. They knew that the boy was in trouble! 

 

Zhuang Yuxian stepped forward and came to Ye Chen. He looked down at him and said, "boy, do you 

understand me? Why don't you talk? " 

 

How dare a servant ignore his question? 

 

This is not what Zhuang Yuxian can tolerate! 

 

Ye Chen some speechless ground glanced at a Zhuang Yu virtuous, this guy is looking for existence 

feeling? 

 

However, he didn't want to expose his strength so quickly to avoid causing trouble, so he said faintly, "I 

understand." 

 

However, ye Chen's indifferent attitude once again angered Zhuang Yuxian! 

 

Zhuang Yu Xian's face sank, he turned his head suddenly, looked at Luo you and said, "Luo you! What do 

you do, a mole ant in heaven and earth, with our boat? Don't you know, this trip is very important? If 

anything happens, you can afford it! " 

 

Luo you feels embarrassed when he hears the speech. However, he doesn't blame Ye Chen. Instead, he 

laughs at Zhuang Yuxian and says, "Mr. Zhuang, this little brother is new here and doesn't understand 

the rules. I apologize for him..." 

 



In his view, first Ye Chen did not do anything wrong, second, he is very clear, the real strength of the 

people are more or less some arrogant. 

 

So, he took the initiative to be a peacemaker. 

 

Zhuangyuxian smell speech, look more gloomy down, this Luo you unexpectedly don't stand in his side? 

 

Just as he was about to get angry, there was another sound of footstep outside the door. 

 

Zhuang Yuxian's face moved, his angry face instantly folded, his face was smiling, and he looked elegant. 

 

At this moment, a tall woman with a beautiful face came into the door. 

 

when Zhuang Yuxian saw the woman, his eyes lit up and he said with a smile, "Miss Pei." 

 

The woman, surnamed Pei, saluted Zhuang Yuxian and said, "Mr. Zhuang, it seems to be noisy just now. 

What happened?" 

 

Zhuang Yuxian said with a faint smile: "nothing, just discipline the new crew." 

 

The woman nodded and said, "Mr. Zhuang, our schedule is ahead of schedule. We are leaving 

tomorrow. The master asked me to let you know." 

 

"So fast?" Zhuang Yuxian had some accidents. 

 

The woman looked anxiously at Luo you and said, "Captain Luo, is there any problem in terms of 

manpower? The host doesn't want to delay the journey. " 

 

Luo you hears speech, the vision a flash way: "add this batch of new recruit crew, just enough." 

 



The woman said with a smile: "that's good." 

 

Zhuang Yuxian frowned slightly. Originally, he intended to drive Ye Chen away directly, but now it seems 

that he can't do it 

 

He is very clear about Luo you's style of doing things. He won't casually recruit a boy from heaven and 

earth. Although it's incredible, Zhuang Yuxian is sure that ye Chen passed the test. 

 

It's not easy to find a sailor who can pass the test all at once. 

 

The woman nodded and turned away. 

 

Zhuang Yuxian coldly glanced at Ye Chen and said coldly, "boy, you are lucky this time. You are not so 

lucky when you get on the boat." 

 

After that, he followed the woman out of the living room. 

 

Luo you sighed with relief. 

 

Ye Chen looked at Luo you and said, "Captain Luo, thank you." 

 

Luo you said with a smile: "I'm the captain. You should protect yourself. However, when you get to the 

ship, you have to be careful. If you provoke Mr. Zhuang again, it won't be a good end." 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, light ground nodded, but in his eyes is flashed a wisp of cold awn. 

 

The main reason why he kept a low profile was that he was afraid that the wind would spread out and 

he would be forgotten by the Eastern Emperor. The people of Zhongyuan Tu would get the wind. Once 

they were buried in the sky, Zhuang Yuxian would be wise. If he didn't know how to die, he didn't mind 

letting a person disappear from the sea. 

 



…… 

 

The next day, ye Chen and others, led by Luo you, came to the port. What appeared in front of them was 

a light blue ship! 

 

If the ship is on the earth, it can be regarded as a giant. However, it can only be regarded as a medium-

sized one outside the territory. However, if you want to take on this merchant ship, you need to pay a 

lot. 

 

Moreover, it's not enough to have money. If you want to travel, you must make an appointment in 

advance, which is one of the reasons why Ye Chen can only go to sea as a sailor. 

 

He inquired that all the major ships in Dongfeng city had been contracted. 

 

Looking at the huge ship, the crew were a little nervous. You know, they wanted to control such a huge 

thing! 

 

Seeing this, Luo you said with a smile: "don't worry, although the power of spirit stone can't be used in 

the sea of burial sky, in order to make everyone move, the master of array and the weapon refiners 

don't spare no effort. Countless arrays are engraved on the bottom of the boat, and there are extremely 

precise transmission devices, which can make our power better push this big guy forward, and …”He 

took the crowd, boarded the boat, said: "you are actually just here to fight, I have a group of good 

hands!" 

 

At this time, dozens of crew members appeared in front of the crowd. Each of them had a strong body 

and firm eyes. When they saw Luo you, they called out in unison: "I've seen the captain!" 

 

Luo you said in a high voice: "guys, we're out to sea!" 

 

The crew heard the words, and their eyes lit up one by one, just like the well-trained soldiers. They 

arranged on the ship in an orderly way and very quickly! 

 



Luo you looked at Ye Chen and other new crew members and said, "you guys, follow them and enter the 

power room to get familiar with your work." 

 

Ye Chen and others nodded, and they wanted to follow the old crew and enter the power room. At this 

time, ye Chen's eyes flashed and looked toward the boarding place. 

 

Three figures appeared at the port. Two of them were the woman surnamed Pei and Zhuang Yuxian. 

 

And the last one, who was covered in a big black robe, could not be seen. 

 

This should be the so-called "master". 

 

After a while, the horn sounded on the ship. The huge ship slowly left the dock and headed for the 

endless sky sea. It gradually disappeared outside the sea level. 

 

…… 

 

Three days later, a light blue ship was sailing slowly in the sun. 

 

In the power room, all the crew members are barehanded and sweating. They all hold a wooden handle 

in their hands and are stirring desperately. The huge force is transferred to the power device along the 

wood. After array blessing and so on, it becomes the power for the ship to move forward! 

 

At this time, the cabin door suddenly opened, a group of crew came in and said with a smile, "everyone, 

go to the deck. It's time to change shifts." 
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Many of the crew members were relieved and beamed with joy. They put down their wooden handles 

and left the power room. 



 

Ye Chen's face was calm. For him, rowing was effortless. If it wasn't for other crew members, he could 

easily provide power for the whole ship with one person's strength. 

 

Soon, ye Chen followed the crowd to the deck. After several hours in the power room at the bottom of 

the boat, they saw the sunshine again and breathed fresh air. All of them could not help but smile. Even 

ye Chen felt comfortable. 

 

, but just then, a man's voice suddenly rang out: "do you seem to be very idle?" 

 

When they heard the words, they all looked awe inspiring and looked in the direction of the sound. 

 

I saw a young man with a folding fan walking towards the crowd. Beside him, he was also accompanied 

by a charming and charming woman. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed slightly, and it was Zhuang Yuxian who was talking. The one who accompanied 

Zhuang Yuxian was Zhuang Yuxian's younger martial sister, Wen Biyun. 

 

The crew saluted them respectfully and said, "Mr. Zhuang, Miss Wen." 

 

Zhuang Yuxian looked at the people with a light face: "as crew members, your work on this ship is more 

than just rowing. You can do it just by rowing and calling a dog. Do you need to pay so much for it? 

 

To be a man, you have to have a sense of responsibility. Do you understand? " 

 

When the crew heard the words, there was a glimmer of anger in their eyes! 

 

Zhuang Yuxian and Wen Biyun spend all day drinking and drinking, but they are tired all day. Now, they 

just don't come to the deck to get some air, but they still have to be insulted by Zhuang Yuxian? Don't 

you have a backache when you stand and talk? 

 



However, in the face of the strong man who is a little stronger than himself, all the crew members dare 

to be angry! 

 

They had to bow their heads to Zhuang Yuxian and say, "I'm sorry, Mr. Zhuang. We'll find something to 

do right now..." 

 

Seeing the humble appearance that all the crew members admit their mistakes in front of them, Zhuang 

Yuxian and Wen Biyun look at each other with a smile of sarcasm. 

 

Wen Biyun even more disdained and said with a smile: "ah, elder martial brother Zhuang, what do you 

have to say with these low class people who can only sell coolies? Yes, can they understand? You are 

clearly for their good, they may still scold you in their heart! 

 

If they could understand it, they would not have to be coolies until now. " 

 

After hearing this, they clenched their fists and became more angry. They could only bear it! 

 

Zhuang Yuxian and Wen Biyun, looking at their subdued appearance, are laughing and going away. 

 

But suddenly, Zhuang Yuxian's eyes flashed and saw Ye Chen standing in the corner with a cool face! 

 

He raised a playful smile at the corner of his mouth, stopped in an instant, turned around again, looked 

at the crew and said: "today, I'm in a good mood and decided to train you well to give you a chance to 

improve your strength. After all, if you are really in danger, you need to fight as a crew." 

 

When they heard the speech, they were stunned. One of them could not help asking, "what does 

Master Zhuang mean?" 

 

Zhuang Yuxian said with a cold smile: "well, it's very simple. Since you want to improve your strength, 

the best way is to fight, right? Now, I'll give you a chance to compete with me! " 

 

For a moment, everyone's face changed! 



 

Most of them are in the same level of reality. Now they are training with a middle-term existence of 

reality? 

 

A bad one will be seriously injured by Zhuang Yuxian, right? 

 

Zhuang Yuxian looks playful, and his eyes sweep over the faces of the people one by one. The crew 

lowers their heads in fear. Finally, the eyes fall on Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen is the only one among the crew who didn't bow his head! 

 

Zhuang Yuxian saw this and his eyes were even colder. He gave a cruel smile to Ye Chen and said, "your 

name is Ye Chen. Come forward." 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, looked at him one eye, silently walked to the body of Zhuang Yuxian. 

 

Wen Biyun looked at Ye Chen sarcastically and said, "heaven and earth? How do these people get on the 

boat? Elder martial brother Zhuang, the weaker this kind of person is, the more training he needs. 

Otherwise, when he is in danger, he will only delay us all! " 

 

The crew all looked at Ye Chen with pity. Ye Chen was the one with the lowest accomplishments among 

them, but now he was targeted by Zhuang Yuxian. In their opinion, ye Chen would be crushed by Zhuang 

Yuxian, right? Even torture! 

 

Zhuang Yuxian sneered: "Ye Chen, do you hear me? I'm also doing it for you. Maybe your training at this 

critical moment can save your life. Are you right? " 

 

At the moment, ye Chen can't help laughing. 

 

He was amused by Zhuang Yuxian. 

 

However, this smile is like a thunder, landed on the deck in general! 



 

All the crew members were shocked to see ye Chen, as if they were looking at a madman! 

 

Ye Chen unexpectedly face Zhuang Yuxian, smile? 

 

Isn't this about death?Even Zhuang Yuxian was in a daze. He thought Ye Chen would be scared and 

stupid, and would kneel down to ask for his forgiveness. But he never dreamed that the waste of heaven 

and earth would be in front of him. Smile? 

 

The next moment, a strong wind suddenly blew up on the deck, and those warriors were all swayed by 

the strong wind, and a very powerful power rose rapidly! 

 

That's the pressure of the real Jingwu! 

 

The crew's face was in panic. Zhuang Yuxian was really angry! 

 

Zhuang Yuxian stares at Ye Chen. Sen Han says: "I asked you, do you think it's funny?" 

 

Seeing this, some old crew members quickly yelled, "Ye Chen, I still don't want to apologize to Mr. 

Zhuang!" 

 

If it goes on like this, ye Chen will die! 

 

But at the moment, ye Chen didn't seem to hear the scolding of the crew. He said to Zhuang Yuxian, "if 

so, what do I say? What do you want? " 

 

Zhuang Yuxian heard that his eyes were covered with blood, and his brain would burst in anger! 

 

A kid in heaven and earth contradicts him in public? 

 



He is a man who likes to control. Anyone who breaks away from his control will make him 

uncomfortable! 

 

But now, even in front of this trash dare to resist him? 

 

This makes Zhuang Yuxian can't stand it at all! 

 

Wen Biyun also pointed to Ye Chen angrily and scolded: "what's the matter? Do you know how terrible 

elder martial brother Zhuang is? Elder martial brother Zhuang can kill you by moving his finger! " 

 

Zhuang Yuxian smell speech, in the eyes of the murderer gradually rise, seems to be about to hand! 

 

But at this time, ye Chen looks at Wen Biyun and says with a smile, "take my life? Do you know what the 

consequences will be? " 

 


